Exciting Opportunity for a Research Assistant Professor in Vascular Biology

A position for a research assistant professor (1.0 FTE) is available in the lab of Professor Susan Quaggin, located in the Feinberg Cardiovascular and Renal Research Institute at Northwestern University, Chicago, USA. The successful candidate will play a senior leadership role within a diverse and international lab group. Discovery-based research is focused on fundamental mechanism(s) of blood and lymphatic vascular development and diseases as well as translational studies to develop new vascular-targeted therapeutics for patients. Current projects focus on diseases of the heart, kidney and eye. Experience in cell culture, cell signaling, molecular biology, mouse and tissue-based models is needed. Applicants should also demonstrate a track record of strong writing and communication skills and successful mentoring.

Salary will be commensurate with experience. Benefits information is available at https://hr.northwestern.edu/benefits/

Northwestern University is situated in the heart of Chicago with easy access to the lake, waterfront trails, incredible restaurants, sports venues and cultural events. The University itself is a research powerhouse with ample opportunity to participate in cross-disciplinary research. The Quaggin lab collaborates with members of the Department of Biochemistry (epigenetics), the Chemistry of Life Processes (proteomics), the International Institute of Nanomedicine and the Simpson Querrey Biomedical Institute. Core resources in imaging, transgenic mouse services, histology, microsurgery, sequencing, metabolomics, and a clinical electronic data warehouse support cutting-edge research for all Northwestern researchers.

If interested, please send a letter of interest, CV and names of 2 references to Professor Susan Quaggin: quaggin@northwestern.edu.